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A Japanese Journey                                                     NI6190
Songs by 19th and early 20th century Japanese poets and 
composers sung in Japanese

“A Japanese Journey – Nihon no tabiji” reflects the fact that I have been 
touring Japan for the last twenty years. I have been lucky enough to 
glimpse the true culture and history of the land. These songs cover a 
wide range from a child’s simple wonder of a red dragonfly to the 
remembrance of a first love. As in the great Schubert songs, so these 
songs hide a depth of meaning.”

Fairy Songs                                                                 NI6193
This harp accompanied recital explores settings of poems about magic and 
mystical beings by late 19th and 20th century composers. “What a wonderful 
pairing they make showing an extraordinary sense of understanding and of 
ensemble. Lovers of British music will be particularly pleased to discover 
more Armstrong Gibbs and Michael Head”. 

Musicweb-international

The Songs of Mathilde de Rothschild.       NI5903/4
The publication of a double album devoted to Mathilde de 
Rothschild’s music constitutes a further important step in 
the reassessment of nineteenth-century women composers. 
Anyone who is familiar with the cultural life of the time, 
would be aware of the importance of the Rothschild family 
who were patrons of many prominent composers, such as 
Mendelssohn, Herz, Bellini, Spohr, Liszt, Meyerbeer, 
Rossini and Chopin. The latter, in 1849, was eager to teach 
the teenaged “Rothschild girl,” whom he clearly 
considered very talented. Mathilde went on to become a 
respected, prolific and well-published composer of 
beautiful music.

Full track details at www.wyastone.co.uk
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Robert Schumann  (1810-1856)

An intimate recital
Charlotte de Rothschild, soprano

Adrian Farmer, piano

1 Der Nußbaum (Mosen)  Op.25 no.3 (1840) 4.09
2 Volksliedchen (Rückert) Op.51 no.2 (1840) 1.19
3 Die Lotosblume (Heine) Op.25 no.7 (1840) 1.53
4 Marienwürmchen (Das Knaben Wunderhorn) Op.79 no.13 (1849) 2.02

 Sieben Lieder von Elisabeth Kulmann 
zur Erinnerung an die Dichterin  Op.104 (1851) 10.48

5  I Mond, meiner Seele Liebling  1.53
6  II Viel Glück zur Reise, Schwalben!  1.02
7  III Du nennst mich armes Mädchen  1.25
8  IV Der Zeisig  0.50
9  V Reich mir die Hand, o Wolke  1.43
10  VI Die letzten Blumen starben  1.54
11  VII Gekämpft hat meine Barke  1.54

12 Die Soldatenbraut (Mörike) Op.64 no.1 (1847) 2.23
13 Das verlaßne Mägdelein (Mörike) Op.64 no.2 (1847) 2.11
14 Liebeslied (Goethe) Op.51 no.5 (1849) 2.22
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the world, accompanied by the harp, piano or orchestra.  She has just returned from America 
where she sang Japanese song in the Museum of Fine Art in Boston and in New York at the 
Nippon Club.  Her most recent release is a double album called “The Songs of Mathilde de 
Rothschild” which showcase the beautiful French and German songs of her talented ancestor 
who was a pupil of Chopin and a well-published composer in the 19th century (NI5903/4). 
Future CD releases include a second “Japanese Journey” , a “Christmas Lullabies” CD and one  
combining the delights of the “Livre d'Or” with “Family Connections”.

www.charlottederothschild.com

Adrian Farmer

.Adrian Farmer trained as an accompanist at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester 
from 1977, following a music degree at Birmingham University. He first encountered Nimbus 
Records in 1979, when he was invited to record for them, but quickly made the decision to join 
the founders as a record producer. In the mid 1980s he became Nimbus’s Music Director, 
joining the Board of Directors. He became a co-owner of the company in 1992. 

Through the 1990s Adrian spanned both sides of Nimbus’s varied business interests; 
maintaining the creative focus for Nimbus Records and coordinating the international 
marketing activity of the company’s optical disc technology division ‘Nimbus Technology & 
Engineering’.

Adrian has made several recordings for Nimbus with other artists: Nimbus’s founder the bass 
Shura Gehrman in Vaughan Williams, Butterworth, Fauré and Duparc, tenor Dennis O’Neill in 
songs by Liszt, pianists Nina Walker in Schubert and Martin Jones at one and two pianos in 
works by Halffter, Françaix, Reizenstein and Roger Ducasse. In the 1980s he recorded Ravel’s 
Ma mère l’oye with legendary pianist Vlado Perlemuter, which he describes as a treasured 
memory.

Adrian has enjoyed his career spent on the control-room side of the microphone: working 
closely with some of today’s finest artists has brought many rewards, the opportunity for 
continuous learning and constant musical refreshment.
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 Frauenliebe und -Leben (Chamisso)    Op.42 (1840) 23.43
15  I Seit ich ihn gesehen  2.25
16  II Er, der Herrlichste von allen  3.41
17  III Ich kann’s nicht fassen, nicht glauben  2.02
18  IV Du Ring an meinem Finger  3.34
19  V Helft mir, ihr Schwestern  2.12
20  VI Süßer Freund, du blickest  4.23
21  VII An meinem Herzen, an meiner Brust  1.18
22  VIII Nun hast du mir den ersten Schmerz getan 4.04

23 Lied der Suleika (Marianna von Willemer, attrib. Goethe) Op.25 no.9 (1840) 3.11
24 Schneeglöckchen (Rückert) Op.79 no.26 (1849) 2.00

 Gedichte der Königin Maria Stuart  Op.135 (1852) 11.10
Texts in French attributed to Mary, Queen of Scots, 
verses created by Gisbert, Freiherr von Vincke (1813-1892)

25  I Abschied von Frankreich  2.17
26  II Nach der Geburt ihres Sohnes  1.43
27  III An die Königin Elisabeth  2.08
28  IV Abscheid von der Welt  2.51
29  V Gebet  2.07

30 Herzeleid (Ullrich) Op.107 no.1 (1851) 2.11
31 Mädchen – Schwermut (Bernhard) Op.142 no.3 (1840) 3.12
     Playing time 74.38

Recorded by Nimbus Records at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK  February 2013
cccc & © 2013 Wyastone Estate Ltd
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Robert Schumann – An intimate recital
Of the thirty-one songs that make up this recital all but four are concerned with the 
intimate emotional experiences of a woman or young girl.  All the events, expectations, 
disappointments, joy and sorrow, are communicated directly by the person experiencing 
them. The four observational songs (Der Nußbaum, Die Lotosblume, Herzeleid and 
Schneeglöckchen) in which the poet acts as our intermediary, also share a preoccupation 
with private, youthful yearning and heartbreak, with only Schneeglöckchen falling into 
the archetypal lieder catch-all of gender neutral ‘nature’ song.

Schumann claimed in a letter of 1839 that he saw ‘no great art’ in song writing, yet his 
contribution to the development of the genre is among the finest of all – nineteenth 
century or beyond. He set about it with a typically well articulated aim: to achieve an 
ideal synthesis of music and poetry. Surprisingly, although we probably view Schumann 
as Schubert’s natural successor, he certainly did not see it that way. The lack of 
discrimination in his choice of texts placed Schubert low in Schumann’s estimation of 
major contributors to the genre. For him a fine poem would always be a prerequisite of 
a fine song. 

Schumann’s writings on the subject are clear: lieder should exist in a world between 
naivety and high art, being free to embrace both extremes, a fine melody fit for singing 
should be supported by a decorative accompaniment, but voice and piano must be equal 
partners engaged in a reactive dialogue.  Schumann distrusted and avoided overt 
characterization or illustration of a poem, preferring to preserve the fragile life of a poem 
by recreating its essence ‘to produce a resonant echo of the poem and its smallest features 
by means of a refined musical content’.

The search for an ideal fusion of words and music, had occupied Schumann from the mid 
1830s, but the explosion of song writing that occurred in 1840 seems to have its basis in 
deeper obsessions.  In that year alone Schumann completed 125 songs, more than half 
his total output.  His growing passion for Clara Weick, who he had first kissed in 1835 
but would not marry until 1840, is the most obvious furnace for all this activity. But so 
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HERZELEID  [HEARTBREAK]  The hapless dreamer, her cheeks pale, stares down upon the drooping 
willow branches, among the play of mournful water. She drops a bouquet of immortelles, weighed 
down with tears, and the waves whisper a soft warning : ‘Ophelia, Ophelia!’

MMMMÄÄÄÄDCHEN – SCHWERMUT  [MELANCHOLY MAIDEN]  Those drops upon the flowers, are they 
tears? Or was it my weeping heart that imagined it? Do the spring winds carry laments into the young 
leaves? Or is it only me that pines for lost joys. You stars that shine in the heavens, you are not the 
eyes of God! There is no light of comfort to shine on this unhappy world!

Charlotte de Rothschild

Charlotte de Rothschild’s career has taken her all over the world. With her wide knowledge of 
the song repertoire, from different eras, countries and genres, she has created some wonderful 
themed programmes; the best known being the “Family Connections” programme which traces 
the musical history of her forebears with music by, and anecdotes about, the composers who 
were friends, teachers or ancestors of the Rothschild family during the 19th and 20th Centuries.  
This year, Charlotte has presented this programme in Switzerland, Japan, Singapore and the U.K
. 
Other themes presented in major concert halls or Festivals include “A Bouquet of Flower Songs” 
(arranged by the season) with which Charlotte toured Japan and India in the Spring of 2012 and 
will do so again in Japan in July 2014 and “A Magical Evening”, a collection of British songs 
recently released on the Nimbus label as “Fairy Songs” with harp accompaniment, (NI6193).  
In 2012 Charlotte toured Boston, Yale and London with a new harp and voice programme, 
created to compliment the art exhibition “Making History” from the Royal Society of Antiquar-
ies, and including songs that reflect Antiquarian interest in England in the 18th, 19th and early 
20th Centuries.  During the same U.S. tour, she premièred a further recital at the National 
Gallery of Art in Washington given in honour of the Joan Mirò exhibition.

Charlotte is a Nimbus Alliance artist and has a 6 CD contract with them.  After performing in 
Japan for over twenty years, she recorded a CD of classical Japanese songs called “A Japanese 
Journey” (NI6190).  She was the first foreigner to have recorded this music in the native tongue 
and as such was hailed as a pioneer and she has promoted the beauty of these songs all over 
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LIED DER SULEIKA  [SULEIKA’S SONG]  It is an intimate pleasure, a song that hints at our closeness. 
It seems to say I am always with him; that he thinks of me ever and gives me his love – I who offer my 
life from afar. In my heart is a mirror in which you are reflected. My breast has felt your kisses, like the 
press of a seal. I am bound by sweet words, verses that dress the truth of love in the garb of poetry.

SCHNEEGLÖÖÖÖCKCHEN  [SNOWDROPS]  Yesterday’s snowflakes now hang from the tender branch 
like cast bells. The bell rings in the quiet grove, but for what? It tolls for Spring! Come forth dreaming 
leaves and flowers. Come into Spring’s sanctuary. Come now!

GEDICHTE DER KÖNIGIN MARIA STUART  [POEMS OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS]
1.  I am going away, away! Farewell, happy France, my lovely homeland, and protector of my 
childhood. Farewell happiness, the ship bears me away from you. Yet only one half of me is going, the 
other part is forever yours. Happy the land that calls back to itself that other self. Farewell!

2.  [After the birth of her son]  Lord Jesus Christ, whom they crowned with thorns, protect this new 
born boy. And, if it be Thy will, may his people long rule over this realm. And whatever he does, let 
it be to Thy glory, praise and honour. Amen

3.  [To Queen Elizabeth]  My mind has but a single thought: it is joyful and terrible, so that the voices 
of fear and hope call out as I wait the sleepless hours. And my anguish is only increased by sending 
you this heartfelt message revealing how I long to see you, for no letter can possess the power of proof. 
I see a boat sheltered in the harbour, held back by the storm, and heaven’s calm face is now 
night-black. It mirrors my own fear, not of you my sister, but of the power of fate which tears the sails 
in which we place our trust.

4.  [Farewell to the world]  What use is the time left to me? My heart yearns for no earthly pleasure 
and my soul is cut off from everything but sorrow. Only the joy of death remains. My enemies no 
longer envy me and I no longer seek honour. This overflow of anguish will consume me and hatred 
and division will soon enough be buried with me. Friends, you who remember me with love, know 
that without power or money there is nothing I can do. Do not wish for former days and pray that my 
punishment on earth may have earned some measure of eternal peace.

5.  [Prayer]  O Lord God, in Thee I trust! O beloved Jesus, rescue me. Here, tormented in this hard 
prison, I long for Thee. I cry to Thee, and in the dust I despair. Hear me, I beg, and save me.

5

too was the need to earn money, a regular taunt of Clara’s father, and not without cause. 
Then there is the composer’s particular psychology to consider. Schumann’s working life, 
seen in retrospect, can be divided into periods during which he produced primarily one 
type of music. Before the ‘song-year’ there had been a similar focus on piano music 
(1833/9), and there followed years of symphonic music (1841), chamber music (1842), 
oratorio (1843), contrapuntal forms (1845), drama (1847/8) and sacred music (1852). The 
analysis is simplistic, since it is not absolute, but nonetheless the determination to be 
organised, and to acquire skills in a systematic way is part of the same inner strength that 
made Schumann an enthusiastic diarist, teacher, musical thinker and valuable 
commentator on his time.

The songs of 1840 succeed perfectly in achieving Schumann’s stated objectives. The 
effortless invention of melody and accompaniment and the constant interplay between 
voice and piano makes them a joy to perform - art perfectly concealing art. Their 
attractiveness has long established these early songs as the common currency of recitals, 
and inevitably this familiarity somewhat obscures their true innovation. In this single 

‘year-of-song’ Schumann raised the genre to a higher level by exploring the inner lives of 
his subjects more deeply, and more consistently, than any previous song-writer – leaving 
aside Schubert’s pre-eminent achievement in Die schöne Müllerein and Die Winterreise.  
Even the Viennese master has to give way to Schumann in one respect: his subject often 
turns out to be female! From this point of view Frauenliebe und –Leben is remarkable 
enough, but by returning to the theme twice more in the Elizabeth Kulmann and Mary 
Stuart songs Schumann makes it clear this was an enduring fascination. 

Schumann’s approach is the same in all three works; it makes no difference that the girl 
in Frauenliebe und –Leben is an idealised invention, whereas both Elisabeth Kulmann 
and Mary Stuart are real. He moves obliquely, the significant events in their lives occur 
off-stage, leaving room to explore the emotional impact of those events.  In the earlier 
cycle the progress from innocence through marriage, childbirth, widowhood and 
withdrawal from life is mapped quite straightforwardly. In the later works the texts present 
so little in the way of biographical information that a brief commentary is essential. 
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The poetesss Elisabeth Kulmann (1808 - 1825), was born in St. Petersburg to a Russian 
officer father and a German mother. Despite her short life she was published (Russian 
Academy of Sciences, 1833), widely disseminated and admired by many in literary 
circles, including Goethe and Jean Paul. She was regarded as a prodigy, spoke Russian, 
German, French, Italian, English, Spanish, Portuguese and Modern Greek, and 
understood Latin and Ancient Greek. Kulmann created a large body of original verses 
(perhaps as many as 1,000) alongside translations of Anacreon and Alferi. 

Outwardly this small cycle of songs presents as childlike, graceful and naive.  But while 
the context is undeniably that of a child the themes are those common to poets of any 
age, and Kulmann’s writing is a model of poetic distillation.  The feminine sensibility, the 
naivety and sophistication implicit in the verses, and the pedagogical side of setting a 

‘child poet’ must have been a powerful combination for Schumann. His introductory 
paragraphs, inserted at the head of each song in the first edition, are most unusual as is 
his original dedication, here given in full.

These unpretentious songs are dedicated to the memory of a girl who 
departed from us long ago, and whom very few know by name. And yet she 
was perhaps one of those wondrous gifted beings who appear only very 
rarely on earth. The most sublime teachings of wisdom, expressed here with 
the utmost poetic perfection, are found here coming from the mouth of a 
child; and it is in her poetry that we read how her life, spent in quiet obscurity 
and the greatest poverty, became richly happy. These few small songs, 
chosen from several thousand, of which only a few lend themselves to 
composition, cannot give even an approximate notion of her character. I 
have been able to select only a few individual moments from this rich 
existence – an entire life that was poetry. If these songs could help introduce 
the poetess to some circles where she is still unknown, their purpose will 
have been fulfilled. Sooner or later she will certainly be greeted in Germany 
too, as she was thirty years ago by some in the north, as the bright star that 
will eventually shine forth across every country.       Düsseldorf, June 7, 1851
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3.  I can't grasp it, or believe it, I am caught up in a dream. Why me, among all those others? Why 
raise me to this ecstasy? Did he truly say ‘I am yours forever’? It seemed so in my dream – but how 
could it be? In such a dream I could die, rocked in his arms, and death might swallow me down as if 
I were tears of infinite bliss.

4.  Thou ring on my finger, a little golden ring, which I press against my lips and with reverence upon 
my heart. As a child I dreamt of this, but was in reality lost in a barren wilderness. But this ring has 
opened my eyes to the infinite grace of life. I want to tend him, live for him, be his utterly, and be 
transfigured by his radiance.

5.  Help me, my sisters! Look at me, the fortunate one, and wind the blooming myrtle about my brow. 
How I could have lain in his arms forever, listening to his yearning, hearing of his impatience for this 
day. Help me, my sisters! I must banish anxiety and with a steady gaze receive his love, the source of 
all joy. My beloved comes to me and the sun lends me his radiance, and I bow before my lord with 
devotion and meekness. My sisters! Shower him with blooms and budding roses. But, sisters, how 
sadly must I greet you … as I joyfully depart from your company.

6.  Sweet friend, thou regard me with wonder. Why is it that I weep? Yet these are the rarest moist 
pearls that tremble in my eyes. In my anxious rapture, how can I find the words to speak my happiness?  
Lay your head upon my breast and I will whisper it all into your ear. It is right that you should see my 
tears, beloved. You should stay here by my heart, to hear it beat, so that I can hold you to me even 
tighter. We will put the cradle here, by the bed, for it holds my dream. When the morning comes and 
the dream becomes real, it is your face that smiles up at me.

7.  At my heart, at my breast, you are my joy, you are my love. There, I’ve said it and won’t take it 
back. I thought I knew rapture before, but now I have gone beyond even that. Only a mother knows 
what it is to love and be truly happy. You poor men, you who cannot know a mother’s love. You dear, 
dear angel! You look at me and smile.

8.  Now for the first time, you have given me pain. Cruel man, whose sleep is of the dead. 
Abandoned, I gaze ahead, into an empty world. That I have lived and loved is nothing to me now. I 
withdraw into myself and pull down the veil behind which I still possess my lost happiness. O this, 
my world!
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"Probably written shortly before her death. She seems certain of her imminent end; only the thought of 
the mother she leaves behind causes her profound pain."
7.   My barque has struggled. An angry sea and a glimpse of the heavens above. The ocean’s rage 
calms. Death, I did not choose, but cannot avoid. And as my suffering ends my mother’s grief begins. 
Mother, don’t let sorrow oppress you. Death’s sea will part us for only a short time. Once there I will 
look for your arrival and safe landing.

DIE SOLDATENBRAUT  [THE SOLDIER’S BRIDE]  Does the king know how brave my love is? He 
would lay down his life for either one of us. Yet he has no ribbons, no crosses like the officers. He will 
never be a general. How I wish he were home. Here in the Lady Chapel, watched over by three shining 
stars, we will tie our knot with a pink ribbon. Soon he will have a cross to bear at home!

DAS VERLAßßßßNE MAGDELEIN  [THE FORSAKEN WOMAN]  When the cock crows, even before 
the stars are gone, I must light the fire. And as I gaze into the beautiful flames I am consumed by grief: 
unfaithful boy who appeared in my dreams. My tears multiply, and just as the day arrives, so I wish it 
were gone.

LIEBESLIED  [LOVE SONG]  How I long to tell all that is in my heart, how worthless the world seems 
to me. I think of him, and only him.  And then suddenly I know that I must devote my life to loving 
him. In my head and my heart all desire is gone, except to love him. I seem calm, but how do we go 
on? I want to hold him in my arms, but cannot!

FRAUENLIEBE UND –LEBEN  [A WOMAN’S LIFE AND LOVE]
1.  Since I saw him. Am I blind? Everywhere I look I see only him. As in a dream his image is ever 
before me, and everything else is dark and colourless. I cannot join in the games of my sisters. I would 
rather weep, alone in my room. Since I saw him I have been blind.

2.  He, the most glorious of all, so mild, so good! Lovely lips, bright eyes, intelligent and brave. He 
is like a glorious star shining in a heaven of my making: lofty and distant. I observe the shining, I am 
humbled, blissful, sad. You will not hear the prayer of this lowly maid, consecrated to your happiness. 
You will need to chose someone worthy and I will bless her as well, many thousand times. I will 
rejoice and then weep. I will be so full of joy, and if my heart break, what does it matter.

7

The Mary Stuart songs are settings of letters attributed to the Scottish Queen, worked into 
German verses by Gisbert, Freiherr von Vincke (1813-1892). What the sources were, and 
to what extent (if any) they actually came from Mary’s pen, remains unresolved 
speculation. Her preserved letters certainly contain similar ideas, but they are never 
expressed with such compression. 

Mary, the daughter of James V of Scotland and Mary of Guise became Queen as a new 
born, but from the age of 6 had spent her entire life in France, as a member of that royal 
court. She married the Dauphin, Francis, in 1558 and briefly became Queen of France, 
before Francis’ sudden death in 1560 brought a resounding end to her childhood idyll. 

In the first song Mary, aged 17 (1561) returns to Scotland to take up her reign in a time 
of great religious and political division. The traumatic events that followed her Scottish 
landing piled horror upon horror: the troublesome marriage to Henry Stewart, Lord 
Darnley, the subsequent rebellion of the Protestant nobles, the murder of her Italian 
secretary and confidant, David Rizzio. But none of these are touched upon in 
Schumann’s cycle. Rather, the second song reconnects with Mary in 1566, now aged 23, 
ever more isolated, reflecting on the birth and future of her son, later James VI of Scotland, 
James I of England. In the next thirteen months, Darnley himself was murdered, Mary 
remarried to the Earl Bothwell, (a union that obliged her to abdicate in favour of her son) 
and her military campaign to win back the throne failed. The third song might well date 
from her utter defeat at Langside in 1568, leaving her no other choice but to plead with 
passionate conviction for the uncertain support of her cousin Elizabeth I.  Mary might 
have anticipated Elizabeth’s reluctance to help, but even she could hardly have imagined 
the nineteen long years of captivity that would be the consequence of her flight to 
England.  The fourth song carries all the weight of those wasted years, and the fifth song 
is a lonely prayer prior to her beheading in 1587, aged just 44 years.

© 2013 Adrian Farmer
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DER NUßßßßBAUM  [THE NUT TREE]  A nut tree blooms before the house, spreading its fragrant leafy 
branches. Its many blooms, caressed by the winds, whisper to each other. Barely audible, they tell of 
a maiden, full of longing, and of a bridegroom yet to come. She listens to their rustle, and sinks into 
sleep, and yearning dreams.

VOLKSLIEDCHEN  [FOLKSONG]  In the morning, when I go into the garden wearing my green hat, 
my first thought is my beloved: what is he doing right now? I would give him every star in the heavens, 
even my heart, were I able to pluck it from my breast.

DIE LOTOSBLUME  [THE LOTUS BLOSSOM]  The lotus flower hangs it head, turns from the Sun’s 
radiance and waits, dreaming for the night. The moon, her lover, awakens her and she smiles up at 
him, showing here innocent flower-face. In fragrant silence she weeps and trembles with the torment 
of love.

MARIENWÜÜÜÜRMCHEN   [LADYBIRD]  Ladybird, sit on my hand. I only wish to see your pretty wings 
and I will not hurt you. Ladybird fly away, your house is on fire. Your children cry out, and the spider 
spins her web around them. Ladybird, fly to the neighbour’s children. They also wish to see your pretty 
wings and will not hurt you. Give them our greetings.

SIEBEN LIEDER VON ELISABETH KULMANN ZUR ERINNERUNG AN DIE DICHTERIN
[SEVEN SONGS TO WORDS BY ELIZABETH KULMANN, IN MEMORY OF THE POETESS]

"The poetess, who was born on 17 July 1808 in Saint Petersburg, lost her father and six of her seven 
brothers at an early age, the last on the battlefield during the wars of 1812–14. Only her mother, 
whom she revered and loved until she died, survived. The following poem has been selected from the 
many that were addressed to her mother." (The notes in italics are Schumann’s own)
1.  Moon, my soul's beloved, why are you so pale? Is one of your children poorly?  Did the Sun, 
your consort, come home unwell? Have you emerged from your home to weep out your sorrows? 
Good Moon, I am like you: my Mother lies ill, and I am the only one left to tend her. She sleeps now, 
and I have come out to seek comfort for my heart. Seeing you, Moon, I know I do not suffer alone. 
Even you, one of the world’s rulers, cannot be happy all the time.

9

"Although she was of German origin and wrote in German as well as her mother tongue, the poetess 
remained an ardent patriot; many passages in her writings praise the beauty of the northern skies, as 
the following poem illustrates."
2.  Good luck on your journey, swallows! In your long ribbons, hurrying by in fearless flight to the 
warm south. I would fly with you, to see the thousand wonders in the world! Yet, no matter how 
enchanting, I would always return to my home.

"Many uncomprehending children reproached her for her poverty; the following song is her reply."
3.  "Poor girl", you call me; Give up your sleepy ignorance, I am not poor and you are wrong to call 
me so. Only see my humble cottage, lit by the morning sun, aglow with a roof of pure gold, and in the 
evening as the sun sinks into the sea my windows are jewelled with topaz! 

"A song written when she was a young girl, perhaps in her eleventh year. Hundreds of other poems 
written at this time are similarly naive and charming. She always reflects reality in the profoundest 
way."
4.   It is maytime, child, leave your schoolbooks. Come out into the open, and sing with me. We will 
challenge one another in cheerful song and, if they want, perhaps someone will decide which of us 
was best.

"As often in her poetry, she concerns herself here with a visionary depiction of her deceased family. 
She clings to this world with heart-felt love, to the flowers, the gleaming stars, the noble human-beings 
she meets during her brief stay on earth. But she has a foreboding that she will soon have to leave 
them."
5.   Reach out your hand to me, O cloud. Lift me up! There are my brothers, at the open gates of 
Heaven! Though I never saw them in life. And in their midst my father also. They look down, they call 
to me. O cloud, reach out for my hand, be quick and raise me up!

"A poem full of the presentiment of death, probably dating from the last year of her life. Next to her 'hut' 
there was a little garden, in which year after year she grew flowers. There was also a poplar nearby."
6.   The last flowers have died. Fair rose, queen of the summer, long gone to rest. Gracious dahlia, 
your head is no longer raised. Even my poplar has lost half its flowers. And I, who am less than these, 
why should I not also fade away?
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Robert Schumann  An intimate recital

Charlotte de Rothschild, soprano   
Adrian Farmer, piano

1  Der Nußbaum   Op.25 no.3 4.09
2  Volksliedchen   Op.51 no.2 1.19
3  Die Lotosblume   Op.25 no.7 1.53
4  Marienwürmchen   Op.79 no.13 2.02
5-11 7 Lieder (Elisabeth Kulmann)   Op.104 10.48
12  Die Soldatenbraut   Op.64 no.1 2.23
13  Das verlaßne Mägdelein   Op.64 no.2 2.11
14  Liebeslied   Op.51 no.5 2.22
15-22 Frauenliebe und -Leben   Op.42  23.43
23  Lied der Suleika   Op.25 no.9 3.11
24  Schneeglöckchen   Op.79 no.26 2.00
25-29 Gedichte der Königin Maria Stuart  Op.135 11.10
30  Herzeleid   Op.107 no.1 2.11
31  Mädchen – Schwermut   Op.142 no.3 3.12
    Playing time 74.38

Of the thirty-one songs that make up this recital all but four are concerned with the intimate emotional 
experiences of a woman or young girl.  All the events, expectations, disappointments, joy and sorrow, are 
communicated directly by the person experiencing them. The four observational songs (Der Nußbaum, Die 
Lotosblume, Herzeleid and Schneeglöckchen) in which the poet acts as our intermediary, also share a 
preoccupation with private, youthful yearning and heartbreak, with only Schneeglöckchen falling into the 
archetypal lieder catch-all of gender neutral ‘nature’ song.


